
TIPS FOR PREPARING SCIENTIFIC PRESENTATIONS  

THAT WILL BE RECORDED AND POSTED ONLINE 
 

 

1) Don't use images that you snagged from Google Image search without checking copyright 

status. Attribution is not necessarily sufficient. Some pages specify the conditions for image use 

(e.g., non-commercial, attribution required). If in doubt, find another image. Some sources of 

free re-use images are below (though these sometimes require attribution). Wikimedia Commons 

has many useful images and specifies if they are protected and whether attribution is required. 

 

http://pixabay.com  

http://www.public-domain-image.com  

http://search.creativecommons.org  

http://www.freedigitalphotos.net  

http://www.flickr.com/search/?q=&l=cc&ss=0&ct=0&mt=all&w=all&adv=1  

     (parts at end set search to "Creative Commons-licensed content) 

 

2) For images taken from published papers (even your own, if you don't hold copyright), click on 

the button online at the journal site that says something like "Rights & permissions" or "Request 

Permissions". You may need to create an account (many use the same service called 

"RightsLink") and specify the use. Often these permissions are free, but some journals may 

require a fee.  

 

Note-- Creative Commons open access papers (e.g., from PLoS journals) often permit 

unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original author and 

source are credited. No permission request is required for these, but do include the source on the 

slide and/ or at the end. 

 

3) If taking images from a webpage, please contact the source to obtain permission, and confirm 

they are the ones who originally produced the image (or otherwise have rights on it). For 

example, if someone illegally reposts a copyrighted image, you may not get legal permissions 

from this person to reuse it. 

 

4) Remember that the presentation will be online in a public medium for the indefinite future. 

Rude language or unconstructive criticism of work by other people is ill-advised. Strongly 

political statements may yield repercussions. 

 

5) Do consider whether online preservation of your talk will affect subsequent publication. Most 

journals in ecology/ evolution don't have a problem with even manuscript preprints, but a few 

(especially in other areas) do. For more information, see: 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_academic_journals_by_preprint_policy  
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